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Numerical calculation of axisymmetric electrostatic modes for cold 
finite-length non-neutral plasmas 

Johnny K. Jennings, Ross L. Spencer, and K. C. Hansen 
Department of Physics and Astronomy. Brigham Young University. Provo, Utah 84602 

(Received 28 November 1994; accepted 20 March 1995) 

A numerical calculation of mode frequencies for cold, non-neutral plasmas is reported. The 
numerical method can be applied to any axisymmetric plasma shape in a trap. Here, it is used to 
study axisymmetric electrostatic modes in a long conducting cylinder. These modes were previously 
studied by Prasad and O'Neil [Phys. Fluids 26,665 (1983)] and by Dubin [Phys. Rev. Lett. 66, 2076 
(1991)]. In contrast to Dubin's calculation, the effects of a nearby cylindrical wall, including its 
influence on the shape of the plasma equilibrium. are considered. It is found that for plasmas with 
aspect ratios (length divided by diameter) near unity the numerical results can be approximately 
obtained by judiciously combining Dubin's calculation. and the Trivelpiece-Gould dispersion 
relation for infinitely-long geometry. For aspect ratios larger than about three, the Trivelpiece
Gould dispersion relation can be used in a simple way to obtain the numerically-computed mode 
frequencies with an accuracy of 1 %, or better. The potential use of this calculation as a plasma 
diagnostic is also discussed, and it is argued that at the present level of accuracy (1-2%) its 
usefulness is marginal, but that an improvement by an order of magnitude might make it more 
interesting. © 1995 American Institute of Physics. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Plasmas consist of many charged particles whose inter
actions are dominated by collective effects. Non-neutral plas
mas are also dominated by collective effects, but do not sat
isfy the usual requirement that plasmas be quasineutral. An 
example of a non-neutral plasma is the pure electron plasma, 
which has been studied extensively by Malmberg and 
coworkers.) Much of what is known about non-neutral plas
mas is discussed in Davidson.2 

The modes of oscillation of non-neutral plasmas are in
teresting. both in their own right and also because of their 
potential as non-destructive diagnostics.3

,4 They are only 
useful in this way, however, if it is possible accurately to 
calculate mode frequencies for confinement geometries and 
plasmas of interest. The simplest calculation of the mode 
frequencies of such plasmas is in infinitely-long geometry 
with constant plasma density inside the plasma radius r p , 

with uniform magnetic field, and with zero temperature, 
where the Trivelpiece-Gould dispersion relation is 
obtained.5 The effects of finite-length were approximately 
treated by Prasad and O'Nei16 for long, cylindrically-shaped 
plasmas in cylindrical traps, but without including the effects 
of realistic equilibrium shapes. Dubin 7 solved the electro
static fluid mode equation for cold plasmas of spheroidal 
equilibrium shape (with the conducting walls infinitely far 
away). We solve numerically for axisymmetric electrostatic 
modes in cold plasmas with a uniform magnetic field, includ
ing the effects of a conducting cylinder and of the correct 
equilibrium shape. Although the discussion in this paper is 
limited to the effects of cylindrical conducting walls, the 
numerical method presented here can be extended to arbi
trary axisymmetric geometries. 

The mode equation for cold non-neutral plasmas is a 
partial differential equation which is elliptic outside the 
plasma and hyperbolic inside. Such problems in which the 

boundary separating the two regions is an arbitrary curve are 
always difficult to treat.s In this paper we describe two dif
ferent ways of handling this discontinuity. The first uses the 
cold fluid equations directly and attempts to match between 
the elliptic and hyperbolic regions by using a complex finite
differencing scheme near the boundary. The second uses a 
warm fluid model in which the sharp boundary is replaced by 
a diffuse one, the reSUlting equations are solved, and the 
results are extrapolated to zero temperature. Two numerical 
methods have been used with both models: a form of matrix 
shooting9 and a singularity search method; both involve the 
direct solution of the set of equations that result from finite 
differencing the mode equation at every point on a grid. 

When the plasma dimensions are small enough that the 
cylindrical walls are effectively far away, our calculations 
reproduce Dubin's results to within about 3%. As the plasma 
increases in size, two things happen. First. the plasma is no 
longer spheroidal in shape. It becomes more rectangular, 
which the calculations presented here indicate increases the 
mode frequencies slightly. (Note that this effect accounts for 
part of the 3% disagreement with Dubin's calculation; with a 
finite number of grid points it is difficult to remove the effect 
of the conducting wall.) Second, image charges in the waH 
reduce the perturbed electric field, which tends to decrease 
the mode frequencies. Neither effect is very large unless the 
plasma is either close to the wall or has a length longer than 
the cylinder diameter. For instance, for a plasma whose ra
dius is 50% of the wall radius and whose aspect ratio 
(plasma half-length ::'p divided by plasma radius r p) is less 
than about 3, the frequencies of the several modes studied 
here are only about 15% less than the mode frequencies pre
dicted by Dubin's analysis. And since the modes in longer 
plasmas are described to about the same accuracy by the 
Trivelpiece-Gould dispersion relation, rough estimates of 
mode frequencies are fairly easy to make. However, using 
mode frequencies as diagnostics can require quite high pre-
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cision, as in the work of Weimer et al., where the aspect ratio 
was found hy taking differences among closely-spaced 
frequencies3 and in the work of Tinkle et al. 4 For such work 
accuracies of 10-15% are not good enough and better nu
merical methods like those described here are probably re
quired. The cold sharp-boundary model discussed here seems 
to give accuracies in the 1-4% range while the warm-fluid 
model does somewhat better at 1-2%. This level of accuracy 
is probably not sufficient to be truly useful as a diagnostic, 
but might be sufficient to give useful infonnation when used 
in conjunction with other diagnostic methods. 

The plan of the paper is as follows. Section II discusses 
the mode equation and the numerical method that is used to 
solve it and Section III compares this method to previous 
calculations. Section IV discusses the effect of a conducting 
cylindrical wall on the mode frequencies of non-neutral plas
mas, and features a table comparing the results of the rather 
complicated calculations of this paper with simpler calcula
tions. It is found that for aspect ratios of 3 or higher, the 
Trivelpiece-Gould dispersion relation can be used in a rather 
simple way to find all of the numerically determined fre
quencies to an accuracy of 1 % or better. Section V concludes 
the paper and the warm-fluid calculation, which is used to 
get zero-temperature results by extrapolation, is described in 
the Appendix. 

II. MODE EQUATION AND NUMERICAL METHOD 

Prasad and O'Neil showed that the thermal-equilibrium 
density of a cold axisymmetric plasma is constant inside the 
plasma and zero outside the plasma, the two regions being 
separated by a boundary of zero thickness (sharp 
boundary).l0 They also showed a family of curves represent
ing the shape of the boundary, which is typically not sphe
roidal, but conforms more to the cylindrical shape of the 
outer conductor. The numerical method reported here makes 
it possible to calculate mode frequencies for such plasmas, 
including the effects of nearby walls on the dynamics. We 
use it to find axisymmetric electrostatic drift-fluid modes in 
cylindrical geometry, but we are confident that it could be 
modified to handle other plasma models and more general 
geometries as well. 

Prasad and 0' Neil6 give the drift-fluid mode equation for 
cold non-neutral plasmas in a uniform magnetic field parallel 
to the z-axis. 

This model assumes that all frequencies are much less 
than the cyclotron frequency. For axisymmetric modes 
(m = 0) their equation reduces to 

1 a (' acp) a [( w;(r,z)) acp]_ -- r- +- 1- --0 r ar ar az w 2 az ' (1) 

where cp is the wave potential, where wp is the plasma fre
quency w;(r,z) = q2no(r,z)lEoM, where no(r,Z) is the 
equilibrium particle density, where q and M are the charge 
and mass, respectively, of the constituent particles, and 
where rand z are radial and axial cylindrical coordinates. 
Since no is constant inside the plasma and zero in the 
vacuum region, so is w;. Thus, Eq. (1) is elliptic outside the 
plasma. We will see later that w2< w; for the modes dis-
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cussed here, so the z-derivative term in Eq. (1) is negative 
inside the plasma, making the equation hyperbolic in (r,z) 
inside the plasma. Thus, the equation is of mixed type, with 
the type change occurring along a curved boundary, making 
it very difficult to solve,8 even with numerical methods. 

The numerical solution of this mode problem proceeds 
as follows. We first write the finite-difference approximation 
to Eq. (1) at every point on a grid in rz-space, producing a 
set of algebraic equations that are linear in the values of cp at 
the grid points. The resulting set of coupled equations has 
three difficulties. The tirst is that the linear system to be 
solved is singular when w is near a mode frequency, and near 
such points the accurate numerical solution of linear systems 
is difficultY The second problem is that Eq. (1) is of mixed 
type, so standard iterative methods for solving this linear 
system do not converge well. These two problems are dealt 
with by keeping the grids as coarse as possible, by using a 
non-iterative banded linear system solver with high precision 
(which requires a lot of computer memory), and by putting 
up with somewhat noisy eigenfunctions. The third problem is 
that this is an eigenvalue problem, so the linear system is 
homogeneous and w is unknown. This problem is handled in 
two different ways, which will now be discussed. 

A. Two-dimensional matrix shooting 

The first technique fixes the value of the wave potential 
at an arbitrarily chosen grid point, called the pivot point. This 
is done by replacing the finite-difference equation for that 
grid point with an equation that forces cp at the pivot point to 
be one. This makes the linear system inhomogeneous, and is 
equivalent to choosing the amplitude of the mode. For a 
given choice of the mode frequency w the set of equations 
can then be solved. But for general choices of w, the solution 
has a kink at the pivot, similar to what happens to tent fabric 
when a pole is pushed up against it from inside. The residue 
R( w) is defined to be the finite-difference approximation to 
Eq. (1) evaluated at the pivot point divided by the maximum 
of \ cp\ on the grid, and is a measure of the size of the kink. 
To find mode frequencies, w is varied until the kink disap
pears, as indicated by the vanishing of R(w). (Note that this 
method is essentially the method of matrix shooting in two 
dimensions.9) At such values of w the cp obtained by the 
inversion should be the wave potential of an actual mode, but 
in practice cp is often rather inaccurate because it is difficult 
to maintain accuracy when solving a nearly-singular system. 
This means that frequencies are known quite a bit more ac
curately than are the mode eigenfunctions. 

An example of R(w) is shown in Fig. 1. Note that the 
zeroes of this function cannot simply be identified by search
ing for sign reversals, because there are jump discontinuities 
that cross the horizontal axis. The reason for these disconti
nuities is that as_ w is varied, the structure of cp changes, 
causing cp = 0 curves in the rz-plane to move across the 
pivot point, inverting the value of the finite-difference ap
proximation to the mode equation there. Hence, care must be 
taken to distinguish between sign reversals that are merely 
discontinuities of R (w) and those that indicate actual solu
tions of the set of finite difference equations. Some of this 
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FIG. I. Residue versus w. The residue is expected to vanish when w is the 
frequency of a mode. Besides the zeroes, there are also sign reversals caused 
by jump discontinuities. In this example, the ratio of plasma radius r p to 
wall radius r. is 0.27 and the aspect ratio ~f'lrp is 4.82. The grid has 38 
radial cells and 160 axial cells in a cylindrical computation region whose 
radius r. is 4.0 cm and whose length. from midplane to end-wall, is 20 cm. 

can be done by careful programming, but more often it is 
necessary to search for zeroes on a plot of R( w). 

The major drawback of this method for this problem is 
that the spectrum of Eq. (1) is very awkward. The mode 
frequencies of Eq. (1) are countably infinite in number and 
are all confined to the interval between 0 and wp' This can 
be seen by multiplying Eq. (1) by 1 and integrating over the 
interior of the conducting cylinder. After integrating by parts, 
the equation can be solved for w giving 

"" f vC r'Jcf>Ir'Jz) 2r dr dz 
w-==w;, J[(Jcf>Ir'Jr)2+(J11r'Jz)2]r dr dz' (2) 

where wp is the value of the plasma frequency inside the 
cold plasma and where the subscript V on the integral in the 
numerator indicates that it is to be taken only over the vol
ume of the plasma. The integral in the denominator is taken 
over the entire computing region. Modes with short radial 
wavelength have large average values of (a11 r'Jr) 2, while 
modes with short axial wavelength have large average values 
of ( r'J</>1 dZ) 2. Thus, modes with small radial wavelength have 
low mode frequencies, while those with small axial wave
length have frequencies near, but just below, wp' Since de
creasing the axial wavelength increases the mode frequency, 
while decreasing the radial wavelength decreases the fre
quency, it is possible to find modes throughout the interval. 
This means that a numerical method to find the frequencies 
of low-order modes may also encounter other solutions of 
Eq. (I) with nearby frequencies, corresponding to higher
order modes. 

As an example of this difficulty Fig. 2 shows a plot of 
the wave potential of the center-of-mass mode obtained by 
our numerical method for a plasma shape obtained from a 
numerical equilibrium calculation. [The center-of-mass mode 
is basically just the axial sloshing of the plasma in the elec
trostatic confining field. In Dubin's notation it is the (l,0) 
mode.] Figure 3 shows another solution of the finite differ
ence equation which also has zero residue, obtained for the 
same plasma and with the same grid resolution. The frequen
cies of these two solutions differ only by about one part in 
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1.0 

o 

FIG. 2. The wave potential of the center-of-mass mode for a numerically 
computed equilibrium. We found this mode using a grid resolution of 38 
radial and 160 axial cells in a computation region that is 4.0 em in radius 
(axis to wall) and 20.0 em in length (midplane to end-wall). The pivot point 
for the computation is close to the axis near the end of the plasma, but just 
inside. The plasma is 1.1 em in radius and 5.3 cm in half-length. The fre
quency of this mode is 0.230w". This mode potential does not look like 
either a Trivelpiece-Gould mode or a Dubin mode. yet the Dubin calcula
tion obtains nearly the correct frequency (0.242w,,). 

two hundred. The first has the appearance of being a clear 
single mode, but the mode shown in Fig. 3 looks like it 
might be the superposition of more than one mode. In such 
cases, the residues associated with the different modes could 
be cancelling each other rather than being zeroed indepen
dently, so that neither is actually a solution of Eq. (1), or the 
problem might simply be a result of solving a large system of 
linear equations that is nearly singular. In any case the wave 
potential shown in Fig. 3 is probably not a good approxima
tion to a single mode of Eq. (1). 

o 

FIG. 3. A solution of the finite-difference equations with a frequency similar 
to that of the center-of-mass mode. Judging by its appearance. it is highly 
doubtful that it is a mode. This solution was obtained using the same equi
librium, pivot point. and grid resolution as the center-of-muss mode shown 
in Fig. 2. The frequency of this solution is 0.231wp • 
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"FIG. 4. The reciprocal of phi at the point where its magnitude is largest 
when the right-hand side of the mode equation is taken to be znQ(r ,z) and 
the mode frequency w is scanned. Many of the modes shown in Fig. 1, 
though still present here, do not stand out. Among the few that do is the 
mode that is wanted, Le., the center-of-mass mode at w=O.230wp ' 

B. Singularity search method 

Because of the problems with the method just described, 
another technique was developed for dealing with the homo
geneity of the set of finite difference equations. In this sec
ond technique 1> is not pinned at a pivot point, but instead 
the zero on the right-hand side of the set of linear difference 
equations for the wave potential is replaced with a rough 
guess at the perturbed density for a mode of interest. Since 
the finite-difference operator makes the left-hand side of the 
mode equation vanish at mode frequencies, then at these fre
quencies the modified equation can only be balanced by 
making 1> infinite. The modes are thus found by scanning the 
frequency w in a search for singularities in 1>, or equiva
lently, for zeroes of 111> max where 1> max is the perturbed 
potential 1> at the point where 11>1 is maximum. A plot of 
111> max is shown in Fig. 4 for a case which has the same 
equilibrium as used in Fig. 1. But in producing Fig. 4, the 
right-hand side of Eq. (1) is replaced with a perturbed den
sity profile that is similar in structure to (has the same num
ber of antinodes as) the mode being sought. For example, we 
used this technique to find the center-of-mass mode by using 
zno(r,Z) as the right hand side, i.e., the equation solved was 

1 r'J (" a4» a ([. w;Cr. ,Z)] a4» 
-- r-.- +- 1- ? - =zn (r,z). r ar dr az w- ilz 0 

(3) 

The modes indicated in Fig. 1 are present here as well, but 
only a few stand out. Among the few are the center-of-mass 
mode at w=O.230wp , which is therefore easier to find in 
Fig. 4 than it is in Fig. 1. (Note that the difficulty with solv
ing a singular linear system plagues this method as well, but 
its effects can be reduced by careful choice of a right-hand 
side.) As was the case in Fig. 1, some of the discontinuities 
in Fig. 4 are near mode frequencies· of other modes of the 
system. But they do not stand out because their eigenfunc
tions do not contribute much to the spectral content of the 
right-hand side chosen above. If the right-hand side were 
appropriately altered, these almost invisible modes could be 
made to stand out. Both matrix-shooting and singularity-
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searching were used to obtain the results presented in this 
paper, but our experience suggests that singularity searching 
is more convenient. 

C. The sharp boundary 

Another challenge is the sharp boundary of the zero
temperature plasma. To get good results it is necessary, when 
finite differencing at grid points near the plasma boundary, to 
use the value of 1> on the boundary rather than at a grid point 
on the opposite side of the boundary. 12 This requires that the 
value of 1> at the boundary be expressed in terms of 1> at 
nearby grid points, which in tum requires the use of match
ing conditions across the boundary. One of the plasma 
boundary matching conditions is that the mode potential is 
continuous at the plasma boundary. The other condition may 
be determined by integrating Eq. (1) from just inside the 
plasma boundary to just outside.? The resulting condition is 
an equation involving the r- and z-derivatives of 1> on op
posite sides of the houndary. These two conditions can be 
combined to obtain the following jump conditions on the 
axial and radial derivatives of 1> at the plasma boundary: 

(
a4»+ [ ~ w2](a4»-az = 1 - cos~ e) az ' 

(
a4»+ (a4»-. w~(a4»--- = - - sm e cos e -:-:z -ar ar w az 

(4) 

(5) 

where e is the angle between the outward normal to the 
plasma surface and the z-axis; the superscript + indicates 
evaluation of the derivative at a point just outside the bound
ary and the superscript - indicates evaluation just inside the 
boundary. This boundary condition is implemented by find
ing the crossings of the plasma boundary with the grid lines, 
and using these points as extra points in the calculation. At 
grid points neighboring the boundary, shOlt-Iegged finite dif
ference operators 12 are used to write the finite difference ap
proximation to Eq. (1) in terms of the values of 1> at neigh
boring grid points and at points on the boundary, and the 
extra equations required by including the extra boundary 
points are obtained by interpolating on the grid to include the 
conditions of Eqs. (4)-(5). 

A computational difficulty encountered in using this 
finite-difference method is that for certain grid sizes a given 
mode seems simply not to exist as a solution of the set of 
finite difference equations, caused perhaps hy the rather 
complicated way in which we had to implement the match
ing conditions. In addition, because the spectrum of mode 
frequencies is dense in the interval (O,w p ), as the grid reso
lution is increased, more modes are found, and they are in
creasingly close to each other. And, of course, the trouble 
caused by having to solve a nearly singular linear system is 
made worse as the number of grid points increases. Because 
of these problems we are not able to observe convergence of 
the mode frequency with increasing grid resolution. Instead, 
the mode is found for several different grid resolutions and 
the results are averaged. The root-me an-square (rms) devia
tion of the set of frequencies obtained with different grid 
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TABLE I. Comparison of numerical results using matrix shooting to Du
bin's calculation for spheroidal plasmas with an aspect ratio of 1.5. The 
plasmas were chosen to have rdatively small radii rp compared to the wall 
radius r". The frequencies and error estimates were obtained by averaging 
across different grid resolutions. /, is the number of axial nodes and / r is 
the number of radial nodes. The principal Dubin number / is given by 
/ = /, + 2/ r and WI' is the plasma frequency in the constant density interior 
of the plasma. 

Mode numbers wlwp 

r p Ir". /. /r Dubin Numerical Relative difference 

0.15 0 00483 OA77±0.002 -0.012 
0.20 2 0 0.677 0.676:'::0.002 -0.002 
0.15 3 0 0.779 0.796:'::0.002 -0.02 
0.15 1 I 0.253 0.245:'::0.002 -0.03 
0.15 .+ 0 0.840 0.838±0.00 1 -0.002 
0.15 2 I 00415 0.4 I 2±0.OO2 -0.008 
0.15 5 0 0.879 0.876:'::0.002 -0.003 
0.15 3 0.530 0.518±0.004 -0.02 

resolutions is typically seen to be about I % for grids with 
about 20 to 40 radial points and 120 to 160 axial points. 

D. Low-temperature limit of a finite-temperature fluid 
model 

Yet another way in which we have studied these cold
fluid modes is by using the singularity-search method on the 
mode equation that results from adding finite temperature 
effects to the fluid model (see the Appendix). We use a se
quence of temperatures which allow extrapolation to T= 0 to 
obtain the cold-fluid frequencies. The advantage of finite 
temperature is that it smooths the edge of the plasma, which 
eliminates the numerical difficulties caused by the sharp 
boundary (provided that the grid can resolve the Debye 
length). We find good agreement between this extrapolation 
method and the sharp-boundary method in most cases, but 
we prefer the finite-temperature method because it gives 
more accurate and consistent results, and is more easily ex
tended to the rather odd equilibrium shapes which are ob
tained for large-radius plasmas. For example, the results in 
the table discussed in Section IV B were generated using this 
model and are internally consistent to within 1%. The results 
given in Section IV of the paper were obtained by means of 
the warm-fluid model. 

III. COMPARISON WITH OTHER CALCULATIONS 

Table I compares our numerical results using the cold 
sharp-boundary model for spheroidal plasmas with small ra
dii (compared to the wall radius of the trap) with results 
obtained from Dubin's dispersion relation in the limit of in
finite cyclotron frequency. The cold-fluid model was used in 
making this comparison. In the table / c is the number of 
axial nodes in the perturbed potential at r = 0 and / r is the 
number of radial nodes in the potential (nodal surfaces inter
secting the midplane of the plasma, other than the midplane 
itself). As seen in the table, Dubin's results are reproduced to 
within about 3%, or better, with some of the discrepancy due 
to the fact that the plasma was not small enough for Dubin's 
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calculation to be expected to apply to high accuracy. We also 
note that for spheroidal plasmas, the wave potentials ob
tained are like those calculated using Dubin's Eq. (10), ex
cept for variations on the order of less than about 10%, 

We have also checked our numerical methods against a 
particle-in-cell code run at a low enough temperature that the 
equilibria had very sharp edges. (These plasmas were long 
enough and wide enough not to be spheroidal.) The center
of-mass mode (/z= l/r=O) in the simulation runs was ex
cited by shifting the equilibrium density distribution slightly 
along the z-axis. The resulting sloshing of the plasma is 
mostly the center-of-mass mode (with, perhaps, harmonics) 
and should have the same frequency as the center-of-mass 
mode computed by the numerical method described here, 
The results indicate that the cold sharp-boundary method 
agrees with the simulation to within about 3% and that the 
warm-fluid model agrees with the simulation to within 
1-2%. 

These comparisons give us confidence that the method 
discussed here and described in Section II above is capable 
of examining the effects of nearby walls and of realistic equi
librium shapes on the frequencies of axisymmetric modes in 
non-neutral plasmas. 

IV. THE EFFECT OF A CYLINDRICAL WALL ON MODE 
FREQUENCIES 

Of particular interest is the question of how much the 
frequencies of the modes calculated by Dubin are affected by 
image charge effects from nearby walls. This is, in general, a 
complicated question because it depends on the details of the 
conducting surfaces facing the plasma. We will focus our 
attention here just on the effects of a nearby cylindrical con
ducting wall with the end-conductors far away, but note in 
passing that the numerical methods discussed here can be 
used in general axisymmetric confining geometries. 

The results of this cylindrical study are given in Table II 
where numerical results are compared to simpler calculations 
for a rather wide range of plasma radii and aspect ratios. The 
table was produced by using the finite-temperature model 
with extrapolation to T= 0 (see the Appendix). In the 
numerical calculations the computing region was taken 
large enough in z that the cylinder was effectively infinite. 
As a check on the accuracy of the values given in the table, 
a few of the equilibria used in the numerical computations 
were perturbed appropriately and fed into the particle-in-cell 
simulation described in Ref. 4. For the cases that were com
pared, the table and the simulation agreed to within about 
1-2%. 

To visualize the various equilibria the reader should refer 
to Prasad and O'Neil's paper on the subject. 1o Roughly 
speaking, when the plasma length is much less than the di
ameter of the cylinder, the equilibria are spheroidal, but 
when the plasma length is much greater than the diameter of 
the cylinder the plasma is cylindrical, with an end shape 
which varies with plasma radius. For r pI r '" < 0.5 the end of 
the plasma is approximately hemispherical, for 
0.5<rp /r",<0.7 the end of the plasma is about flat (the 
plasma looks like a long barrel), and for rp Ir",> 0.7 the end 
of the plasma is concave.1O For most of the entries in the 
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TABLE II. Comparison of numerically obtained mode frequencies with the results of simpler calculations. There are sets of mode frequencies for three 
different plasma radii: rplrw=0.25, rplrw=0.50, and rplrw=0.75. The values in the table are mode frequencies divided by the plasma frequency. The 
numerical results are in the column labeled "Numerical." The results in this column are accurate to the number of significant figures given, unless otherwise 
indicated. Each value in this column was obtained by using the warm-fluid model (see the Appendix) with four different temperatures and with extrapolation 
to T= O. The quoted error is the extrapolation error, which was estimated by comparing different extrapolation methods. Note that comparisons with 
simulations indicate an accuracy of around 1 %. The column labeled "large-a TO fit" gives the frequencies obtained by using the Trive1piece-Oould 
dispersion relation with the long-plasma keff' as described in Sec. IV B. The column labeled "Dubin" gives the frequency from Dubin's dispersion relation 
(no conducting walls). The column labeled "small-a TO fit" gives the result of choosing k so that the Trivelpiece-Oould dispersion relation with the walls 
far away matches Dubin's frequency, then correcting for the presence of walls, as described in Sec. IV A. 

rplrw=O.25 
Mode 

(1,0) 
(1,0) 
(1,0) 
(I,O) 
(I ,0) 
(1,0) 
(1,0) 
(I ,0) 

(2,0) 
(2,0) 
(2,0) 
(2,0) 
(2,0) 
[2,0) 
(2,0) 
(2,0) 

(3,0) 
(3,0) 
(3,0) 
13,0) 
(3,0) 
(3,0) 
(3,0) 
(3,0) 

(l,I) 
0,1) 
0,1) 
0,1) 
0,1) 
(l,I) 
n,1) 
(1,1) 

rp Irw= 0.75 
Mode 

(l,0) 
(1,0) 
(1,0) 

0,0) 
(1,0) 
0,0) 
(1,0) 
(1,0) 

(2,0) 
(2,0) 
(2,0) 
(2,0) 
(2,0) 
(2,0) 
(2,0) 
(2,0) 

a 

2 
3 
5 
7 
9 

11 
20 

2 
3 
5 
7 
9 

11 
20 

2 
3 
5 
7 
9 

11 
20 

2 
3 
5 
7 
9 

11 
20 

a 

2 
3 
5 
7 
9 
11 
20 

2 
3 
5 
7 
9 
11 
20 

Numerical 

.570 

.407 

.319 

.224 

.172 

.139 

.116 

.0671 

.779:!:.006 

.612 

.510 

.388 

.313 

.260 

.223 

.132 

.88:!:.02 

.727:!:.003 

.630 

.502 

.419 

.359 

.312 

.193 

.32:!:.01 

. 184:!:.008 

. I 28:!:.002 

.078:!:.001 

.0559 

.0435 

.0356 

.0195 

Numerical 

.474 

.310 

.228 

.149 
.111 

.0879 

.0728 

.0411 

.730:!:.003 

.549:!:.005 
.427 
.290 
.218 
.174 
.145 

.0817 

Large-a 
TO fit 

.509 

.392 

.316 

.225 

.173 

.140 

.117 

.0677 

.707 

.590 

.505 

.390 

.315 

.262 

.224 

.133 

.807 

.704 

.623 

.504 

.422 

.361 

.314 

.195 

.330 

.183 

.126 

.0768 

.0553 

.0431 

.0353 

.0195 

Large-a 
TO fit 

.478 

.315 

.232 

.151 

.112 
.0885 
.0732 
.0412 

.730 

.550 

.429 
.292 
.219 
.175 
.145 

.0823 
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Dubin 

.577 

.417 

.330 

.236 

.186 

.154 

.132 

.0822 

.775 

.601 

.492 

.364 

.292 

.245 

.211 

.133 

.861 

.709 

.599 

.459 

.374 

.317 

.276 

.177 

.340 

.201 

.142 

.0894 

.0652 

.0514 

.0424 

.0237 

Dubin 

.577 
0417 
.330 
.236 
.186 
.154 
.132 

.0822 

.775 

.601 
0492 
.364 
.292 
.245 
.211 
.133 

Small-a 
TO fit 

.577 

.411 

.316 

.213 

.159 

.127 

.105 

.0597 

.775 

.600 

.490 

.354 

.274 

.222 

.186 

.107 

.861 

.709 

.599 

.455 

.364 

.302 

.256 

.150 

.340 

.200 

.141 

.0888 

.0646 

.0507 

.0418 

.0232 

Small-a 
TO fit 

.479 

.293 

.210 

.133 
.0974 
.0769 
.0635 
.0356 

.741 

.509 

.375 

.241 

.177 

.139 

.115 
.0641 

rp Ir w=0.50 
Mode 

(1,()) 

(1,0) 
(1,0) 
(1,0) 
(1,0) 
{I,Q) 
(1,0) 
(1,0) 

(2,0) 
(2,0) 
(2,0) 
(2,0) 
(2,0) 
(2,0) 
(2,0) 
(2,0) 

(3,0) 
(3,0) 
(3,0) 
(3,0) 

O,()) 
(3,0) 
(3,0) 
(3,0) 

(1,1) 
(l,1) 
(1,1) 
(1,1) 
(1,1) 
(1,1) 
(1,1) 
(1,1) 

rplrw=0.75 
Mode 

(3,0) 
(3,0) 
(3,0) 
(3,0) 
(3,0) 
(3,0) 
(3,0) 
(3,0) 

(1,1) 
(1,1) 
(I,1) 
(1,1) 
(1,1) 
(1,1) 
(1,1) 
(1,1) 

a 

2 
3 
5 
7 
9 
11 
20 

2 
3 
5 
7 
9 
11 
20 

2 
3 
5 
7 
9 
11 
20 

2 
3 
5 
7 
9 
11 
20 

a 

2 
3 
5 
7 
9 
11 
20 

2 
3 
5 
7 
9 
11 
20 

Numerical 

.540 

.370 

.281 

.187 

.140 

.112 
.0927 
.0525 

.783 

.612 

.497 

.352 

.270 

.218 

.182 

.104 

.881 

.746 

.643 
.484 
.384 
.315 
.267 
.155 

.294 

.167 

.117 
.0721 
.0521 
.0408 
.0335 
.0185 

Numerical 

.S4:!:.02 
.704 
.577 
All 
.315 
.253 
.214 
.123 

.260 

.150 

.104 
.0653 
.0474 
.0372 
.0307 
.0171 

Large-a 
TO fit 

.529 

.373 

.283 

.189 

.141 

.112 
.0933 
.0528 

.747 

.603 

.494 

.353 

.271 

.219 

.183 

.105 

.841 

.728 

.631 

.484 

.384 

.316 

.268 

.156 

.282 

.164 

.115 
.0713 
.0517 
.0406 
.0334 
.0186 

Large-a 
TO fit 

.842 

.699 

.578 

.415 

.319 

.257 

.215 

.123 

.253 

.148 

.104 
.0650 
.0473 
.0372 
.0306 
.0171 

Dubin 

.577 
0417 
.330 
.236 
.186 
.154 
.132 

.0822 

.775 

.601 

.492 

.364 

.292 

.245 

.211 

.133 

.861 

.709 

.599 

.459 

.374 

.317 

.276 

.177 

.340 

.201 

.142 
.0894 
.0652 
.0514 
.0424 
.0237 

Dubin 

.861 

.709 

.599 

.459 

.374 

.317 

.276 

.177 

.340 

.201 

.142 
.OR94 
.0652 
.0514 
.0424 
.0237 
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Small-a 
TO fit 

.551 

.360 

.263 

.170 

.J25 
.0987 
.0816 
.0459 

.772 

.579 

.449 

.301 

.224 

.178 

.147 
.0824 

.861 

.702 

.577 

.410 

.312 

.250 

.208 

.117 

.338 

.197 

.138 
.0858 
.0622 
.0488 
.0402 
.0223 

Small-a 
TO fit 

.851 

.653 

.507 

.338 

.251 

.198 

.164 
.0915 

.321 

.183 

.128 
.0792 
.0574 
.0450 
.0370 
.0206 
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table, the plasma is not spheroidal. This section of the paper 
will discuss the results given in the table, beginning with 
plasmas of low aspect ratio and finishing with plasmas of 
large aspect ratio. Throughout the discussion the modes will 
be identified by the number of axial nodes along the z-axis 
/~ and the number of radial nodes / r' given in the form 
(/ ~,/ r)' Dubin's principal mode number / is connected to 
these numbers by the relation / = / ~ + 2/ r' 

A. Small aspect ratio 

Consider first the case of low aspect ratio. When the 
plasma length is small compared to the wall radius the plas
mas are nearly spheroidal, and we might expect Dubin's dis
persion relation to give the correct mode frequencies. The 
entries in the table for r pi r", = 0.25 and for £1'= I and £1'=2 
show that this is indeed the case. At first it might seem that 
the only effect of the wall would be to provide image charge, 
which should reduce restoring forces, and hence reduce the 
mode frequencies. But as can be seen from the table entries 
for the (2,0) and (3,0) modes at £1'= I and £1'=2, the wall has 
actually increased the mode frequencies slightly. The reason 
is that although the wall is not close enough to provide much 
restoring force reduction, it is close enough to flatten the 
equilibrium a little, making it a bit rectangular, and the nu
merical results indicate that "rectangularity" raises mode 
frequencies. This effect seems to be stronger as / z increases, 
while image charge effects weaken as /~ increases (the im
age charges have higher mUltipole moments). This explains 
why the table entries for / ~ = I are below Dubin's frequency, 
while those for / ~ = 2 and / ~ = 3 are above it. In the corre
sponding table entries for rplr .... =0.5 and rp/rw=0.75 this 
competition between rectangularity and restoring force re
duction can also be seen, with restoring force reduction win
ning at the largest plasma radius because the plasma is closer 
to the wall. These opposing tendencies make the data near 
£1'= I rather complicated. 

In cases where force-reduction dominates over flatten
ing, the effect of the wall can be estimated by using the 
Trivelpiece-Gould dispersion relation5: 

1:,( krplK) kr ",) - K:,(krp)l,,(krll') 

1,,( kr,,)K,,( kr wJ - K,,(kr p)l,,(krw ) 

J;,( 13k r p) 

13 J o(f3krp) , (6) 

where the perturbed potential is proportional to 
exp(ik~-iwt), where K,>, (" and J" are the usual Bessel 
functions (primes indicate differentiation with respect to the 
function argument), and where 13 = ~ w~1 w 2 

- I. To make the 
estimate we first compute the mode frequency from Dubin's 
dispersion relation.7 This frequency is then used in the 
Trivelpiece-Gould dispersion relation Eq. (6) to solve for 
the wavenumber k with the wall at infinity (rlV~ r p)' This fits 
the Trivelpiece-Gould dispersion relation to the correct fre
quency with no conducting wall. Finally, this wavenumber is 
used in Eq. (6) with the wall present to solve for the mode 
frequency w, approximately correcting Dubin's frequency 
for the presence of a conducting wall. 

As an illustration of this procedure, Fig. 5. displays the 
center-of-mass mode (l,O) and the "breathing mode" (2,0) 
frequencies versus plasma radius for both the numerical 
computation and for the approximate Trivelpiece-Gould cal-
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x x x 
0.6 x 

0.2 

FIG. 5. Mode frequency versus plasma radius: The discrete points shown in 
this plot are for the center-of-mass mode (lower) and for the 
(/~=2/r=O) mode (upper), for plasmas with aspect ratios of 1.5. The 
solid curves are Trivelpiece-Gould calculations of frequency versus radius 
for constant A/~I" where A is the Trivelpiece-Gould wavelength. and where 
zp is the half-length of the plasma of the same radius. The constant ratios 
Ahp are chosen to fit the Trivelpiece-Gould frequency with the wall far 
away to Dubin's frequencies (which can be read from the solid curves at 
r p = 0). In all these calculations. the wall radius is 4.0 cm. 

culation described above. The discrete points were obtained 
by using both two-dimensional matrix shooting with the 
cold-plasma model and singularity searching with extrapola
tion to zero temperature with the finite-temperature model, 
The plasmas all have an aspect ratio (Zp/rp) of 1.5. The 
solid curve shows the corrected Trivelpiece-Gould fre
quency while the data points show the results of numerical 
calculations. (Note that the solid curve at r p = 0 gives Du
bin's frequency.) The Trivelpiece-Gould calculation gives a 
frequency decrease due to the presence of the conducting 
wall which is accurate to within about 7% for both modes, 
with the approximate calculation a little low compared to the 
numerical results in both cases. Note also that the numerical 
points are a little high even at small plasma radius because 
the wall flattens the eqUilibrium, as discussed above. Further 
examples of this procedure are given in Table II, in which the 
column labeled "small-a TG fit" gives the result of doing 
the calculation just described. These data suggest that for this 
rather simple image charge geometry and for small aspect 
ratios, the complicated numerical calculations can be ap
proximated by this simpler fitting procedure, if rather poor 
accuracy can be tolerated. 

It is, of course, also possible to interpolate directly in the 
table. It would be helpful in this regard to have mode fre
quencies at small values of a for the various plasma radii, 
but these cases are difficult to handle with the numerical 
calculations presented here. One reason is that the computing 
region must be large enough to make the ends in z be effec
tively at infinity, but the grid spacing must be small enough 
to resolve the plasma. As the aspect ratio drops below I, the 
calculation runs out of computer memory. A second problem 
is that the finite-temperature model runs into difficulties with 
acoustic resonances at low aspect ratio (see the Appendix) 
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which makes it difficult to find the modes. Fortunately, how
ever, the answer at a = 0 is easy. Dubin 7 shows that in the 
absence of conducting walls, as a approaches zero all of the 
modes discussed here have frequencies which approach the 
plasma frequency. Since such plasmas are thin and are held 
together axially by relatively large electric fields, it might be 
suspected that image charge effects would be unimportant. 
Particle-in-cell simulations of plasmas with small aspect ra
tios using the same program used in Ref. 4 confirm this 
suspicion. And Dubin's simple result means that for interpo
lation purposes wi w p = 1 at a = 0 may be added to the table, 
facilitating interpolation at small aspect ratios. 

B. Large aspect ratio 

At large aspect ratios the plasmas become so long that 
they are essentially infinite in length, and it might be ex
pected that their mode frequencies could be calculated from 
the Trivelpiece-Gould dispersion relation. Prasad and 
O'Neil showed that to lowest order in long plasmas the mode 
potential has an antinode at the end of the plasma, which 
gives the value of k to use in the Trivelpiece-Gould disper
sion relation: 

'TTt. 
k= 2z

p
'. (7) 

The result of doing this simple calculation is approximately 
correct, but the convergence of this approximation to the 
numerical result with increasing aspect ratio is rather slow, 
with the difference falling off only as l/a. There is, how
ever, a better way to use the table and the Trivelpiece-Gould 
dispersion relation together to get a good approximation to 
the large-a portion of the table. 

We begin by noting that for large a the plasma looks like 
a cylinder with some sort of end shape, which varies with 
I"p 11"",. Taking a hint from the calculation of standing sound 
waves in an open pipe, we propose that the actual length of 
the plasma 2zp be replaced by an "effective length" given 
by 

(8) 

from which the wavenumber k may be computed for use in 
the Trivelpiece-Gould dispersion relation, again assuming 
potential antinodes at the ends: 

wI'. 
keff= ') '? + ~L . 

-~p 

(9) 

We now assume that the end correction depends only on r p 

and I"w' and estimate ilL by fitting to the data in Table II. It 
is perhaps not obvious that this will work well, and it is 
certainly not obvious that it will work for a simple form of 
the dependence of ilL on I" p and r"" but in fact the simple 
linear form 

IlL=c)rw +c2rp' 

with 

C1 =0.3; c2=O.7 for /r=O and 

c) = -0.2; c2=0.9 for /r= I, 
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(10) 

(1) 

works quite well. This choice for keff in the Trivelpiece
Gould dispersion relation reproduces all of Table II for 
a~3 and for Ir= 0 within 1 %, or better, (even a= 2 is got
ten within 2%) and for lr= 1 it reproduces all of the table 
entries to within 1 %. [Note that the coefficients are not given 
to more significant figures than quoted above because the 
minimum in (ci ,C2) space for the error between the keff fit 
and the table is rather broad, i.e., CI =0.35 and c2=0.65 also 
does a good job of representing the /r = 0 data in the table.] 

Note, however, that the table only deals with low-order 
modes (small values of Ir and lz), which means that 'A'Prp 
for all of the large-a entries in the table, bringing up the 
question of how well this simple approximation works when 
/z becomes large enough that 'A~rp. To investigate this 
question a few cases were tried for a=5 and a= 11 with 
values of I'z ranging up to 33. It is found that the simple 
approximation continues to work to about 1 % accuracy, 
greatly facilitating the calculation of mode frequencies of 
cold non-neutral plasmas in cylindrical geometry. 

C. Potential as a diagnostic 

Table II can be used to assess the potential of this calcu
lation as a plasma diagnostic. A cold plasma in global ther
mal equilibrium inside a conducting cylinder is completely 
characterized by three parameters: density no, midplane ra
dius rp ' and half-length on axis zp. The dependence on no 
can be eliminated by taking ratios between frequencies in the 
table, say w201 WIO and W301 WIO. A table of these ratios as a 
function of r p and zp might then be used to look up experi
mentally measured frequency ratios to determine the radius 
and half .. :length. When such a table is constructed from the 
data in Table II it is clear that there is not enough variation of 
the frequency ratios with r p to make a calculation with an 
accuracy of 1-2% give useful information about plasma 
shape. The calculation would have to be more accurate by 
about an order of magnitude to be useful in this sense. If, 
however, the radius were determined in some other way (say 
by dumping the plasma out of the trap onto charge collec
tors), a calculation of this kind could give valuable informa
tion about length and density, especially if it were an order of 
magnitude more accurate. Plasmas of experimental interest 
are not necessarily in global thermal eqUilibrium nor are they 
at T= O. So in addition to these three parameters, radial pro
file and temperature must also be determined, indicating that 
the value of a calculation of this kind might be to provide 
additional information to be used in conjunction with already 
existing diagnostic methods. For example, the warm-fluid 
method described here gives the same information about 
plasma temperature (to within I %) as the simulation dis
cussed in Ref. 4, but is much faster. 

v. CONCLUSION 

We have numerically solved the mode equation for cold 
non-neutral plasmas in a conducting cylinder including the 
etfect of realistic equilibrium shape by using a two
dimensional version of matrix shooting and also by looking 
for the singular values of the linear system obtained from the 
finite-difference approximation to the mode equation. A 
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rather extensive table of mode frequencies for various modes 
and for many plasma shapes is given. For plasma aspect 
ratios below about 2 a combination of Dubin's calculation 
and the Trivelpiece-Gould dispersion relation is found to 
give approximately correct results, while for aspect ratios 
above 3 a simple approximation method is found which uses 
the Trivelpiece-Gould dispersion relation to obtain the 
numerically-computed values to within about 1 %. Finally, a 
calculation of this kind which included finite-temperature 
and general radial profiles might be useful as a diagnostic if 
the accuracy could be improved by about an order of mag
nitude. 
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APPENDIX: WARM FLUID MODEL 

In this appendix the finite-temperature model is de
scribed. It assumes drift motion perpendicular to a uniform 
confining magnetic field in the z-direction and an adiabatic 
fluid response parallel to the confining field. Only electro
static effects are included. The fluid equations (unperturbed) 
corresponding to this description are 

an a 
- +vd' 'iln + -(nv_)=O 
at az" 

Mn[~ v.+v. 'ilv.] = -qn a4> _ a
p

, 
at' , az az 

~ ~ ~z 
-+Vd·'ilp+V.-=-yp -, 
at ' Bz az 

(AI) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(A5) 

where n is the particle density, v d is the drift velocity per
pendicular to the magnetic field B, v: is the fluid velocity 
parallel to B, ¢> is the electrostatic potential, M is the particle 
mass, q is the particle charge, p is the fluid pressure parallel 
to B, and where y is the adiabatic exponent, which we take 
to be 3 because the strong magnetic field limits the kinetic 
response of the plasma to just one dimension. 

When these equations are linearized to describe small 
perturbations about a non-neutral plasma equilibrium de
scribed by unperturbed density no=no(r,Z) and unperturbed 
electrostatic potential ¢>o= ¢>o(r,z) the following mode 
equation for the perturbed potential ¢> results 
[ ¢>( r ,z, () -+ 4>( r ,z)exp(im()- iwt)]: 
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_ (y- I )mV;h .!!..[ V aFa ¢> ] 
rWe az Bz (w- mwo) 

(w-mwu) 2 B [ no a¢>J an"IBr + 'il ¢>- - V - - -m -- ¢>=O, 
w; az not> az rwcnoo 

(A6) 

where X-o is the Debye length obtained from the central equi
librium density noa , kT is the temperature (assumed inde
pendent of rand z) in energy units, Fo=q¢>olkT, 
v1h= .JkTIM is the thermal speed, we is the cyclotron fre
quency, and where wo=w,,(r,z)=vd1r is the drift rotation 
frequency. The quantity V which appears throughout the 
equation is given by 

It is perhaps worth noting that this mode equation in 
infinitely-long geometry works very well, giving essentially 
the same dispersion relation as the corresponding kinetic
theory calculation until the phase velocity becomes compa
rable to the thermal velocity and Landau damping becomes 
important. The mode equation is given for arbitrary azi
muthal mode number m for completeness, but in the work 
described in this paper m = 0, which simplifies it consider
ably. Note also that as the temperature approaches zero only 
the last three terms in Eq. (A6) survive and V= 1, recovering 
the cold mode equation given by Prasad and O'Nei1.6 

This mode equation is solved by finite-differencing in 
the usual way, and then using the singularity search method 
described in Section II. Adequate accuracy (l %) requires that 
the grid spacing in both rand z be less than, or about equal 
to, the Debye length. As a test, this model was used on the 
equilibria from which the simulation results reported in the 
paper by Tinkle et al., were obtained.4 The frequencies from 
the warm fluid calculation were within 2% of the simulation 
results, even though the Debye length was large enough that 
kinetic effects were beginning to be significant. 

To use this calculation to obtain results at zero tempera
ture, a singularity search calculation is carried out on several 
ditferent equilibria with the same external confining poten
tials but with different temperatures. In the study described 
here the equilibria are global thermal eqUilibria. 10 The result
ing pairs of temperatures and frequencies are then used to 
extrapolate the frequency to zero temperature. This means 
that it should also be possible to give the variation of fre
quency with temperature, but for many of the cases there was 
so little change of frequency with temperature that the varia
tion was difficult to compute with any accuracy. Finite tem
perature results will be discussed in a later paper. The pro
cedure works very well for plasmas which are rather 
rectangular, but for spheroidal plasmas, and especially for 
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spheroidal plasmas of small aspect ratio, acoustic resonances 
creep in which spoil the calculation unless very small tem
peratures (and hence very fine grids) are used. These effects 
will also be discussed in detail in a subsequent paper. 
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